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Abstract Bulow and Levin (2006) develop a model of matching with salaries in which equilibrium salaries, relative to their competitive levels, are compressed and, on average, lower. This paper expands their model by allowing for a competitive outside labor market that workers may opt out of their matches to join. We show that if the size of the outside market exceeds a certain threshold, then there exists an equilibrium that produces the competitive outcome. Second, we show that there is a higher size threshold, above which this is the unique pure strategy equilibrium not involving weakly dominated strategies.
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Since its establishment in 1952, the National Resident Matching Program (NRMP) has been responsible for assigning thousands of doctors to jobs in the medical field (including 34,681 in 2013).1 Its Main Residency Match (or The Match) is the primary vehicle through which graduating medical students are paired with residency programs. In addition, its Specialty Matching Service is used to fill medical fellowship positions in 38 subspecialties. In 2002, an antitrust lawsuit was brought against the NRMP and hospitals, claiming that the program suppresses the salaries of residents and fellows.2 The lawsuit was eventually dismissed after Congress passed a bill exempting the NRMP from antitrust litigation. Although the legal debate ended relatively quickly, the lawsuit sparked considerable academic interest in the effect of centralized matching on salaries. Economists have studied this question using both empirical and theoretical techniques. While the existing theoretical papers differ in the number of institutional details modeled, all have considered the matching market in isolation. This paper, in contrast, embeds the matching market in a larger labor market, which does not use a centralized match. We show that if the larger labor market has enough firms and workers, then the centralized match will result in the same equilibrium outcome as would have occurred if the matching was de1



Statistics obtained from the NRMP website (National Resident Matching Program,



2013). For a full history of the NRMP, see Roth (1984), Roth and Peranson (1999), and Roth (2003). 2 According to Jung v Association of American Medical Colleges, 02-CV-00873 (DDC 2002) (2004), the plaintiffs defined the plaintiff class to include “all persons employed as resident physicians in ACGME-accredited residency programs (including programs combined of ACGME-accredited programs) since May 7, 1998. ACGME-accredited residency programs include subspecialty programs commonly referred to as fellowships.”
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centralized. The seminal theoretical paper on the effect of matching on wages is Bulow and Levin (2006, BL henceforth), which studies a general model of centralized matching with salaries. In the unique equilibrium of their model, relative to any competitive equilibrium, (i) the average salary is lower, (ii) the profit of each firm is higher, (iii) efficiency is slightly lower, and (iv) salaries are more compressed. In contrast, Niederle and Roth (2003) take an empirical approach. They compare subspecialties of internal medicine that assign fellowships using the Medical Specialties Matching Program (MSMP), one of the Specialty Matches conducted by the NRMP, with subspecialties that do not. They find no evidence of lower salaries in the former group, which suggests that centralized matches do not suppress salaries relative to their levels in a decentralized regime. Partly in an attempt to reconcile these empirical findings with the theoretical results of BL, two papers quickly followed. Each showed that the BL findings do not carry over to less stylized versions of the BL model.3 The first of these, Kojima (2007), demonstrates that findings (i ) and (ii ) may not extend if firms differ in the number of workers they hire and must offer the same salary for all positions. Niederle (2007) adjusts the BL model to resemble the NRMP more accurately by allowing firms to offer “ordered contracts,” in which a particular contract offer may be converted to a different offer in the event that no suitable candidate is found. She shows that with ordered contracts, 3



It should be noted that the BL paper says explicitly that “while we frame the paper in



terms of the residency match, we do not intend to cast negative aspersions on the NRMP...We have chosen our assumptions for analytical simplicity and transparency, not as the most realistic possible model of the residency match.”
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there exists an equilibrium that produces the competitive outcome, and moreover the equilibrium described by BL disappears. While each of the aforementioned papers considers a matching market in isolation, in reality it is often the case that after observing their matches, workers may opt out and enter another labor market. For example, doctors matched to fellowships in cardiovascular disease (one of the subspecialties of internal medicine that uses the MSMP) may decline their matches and practice medicine outside of a fellowship program, since they are already licensed doctors.4 It is therefore important to consider the presence of these outside labor markets when studying behavior within a centralized match. Like Kojima (2007) and Niederle (2007), this paper proposes a way of reconciling the theoretical predictions of BL with the empirical findings of Niederle and Roth (2003). While they do so by adding institutional details to the BL model, we do so by allowing for the presence of an outside labor market. In this paper, we consider a generalization of the BL model, which contains two labor markets: a matching market and a competitive market that may vary in size. When the competitive market contains no firms, our model reduces to that of BL. However, the predictions of the model are fundamentally different when the competitive market is sufficiently large. We obtain two main results. First, we show that if the size of the competitive market is beyond a certain threshold, then there exists an equilibrium that produces the competitive outcome. Sec4



While we believe that our model is a better fit for the fellowship market, it may also



have some applicability to the market for residents. In particular, medical students placed through The Match may decline their residencies and instead take jobs as researchers, health policy advisors, insurance consultants, healthcare administrators, or in the pharmaceutical industry.
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ond, we show that there is a higher size threshold, above which this is the unique pure strategy equilibrium not involving weakly dominated strategies. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section I, we present a generalization of the BL model, which allows for the possibility of an outside, competitive labor market. Section II states the predictions of the model, as given by BL, for the case in which the outside market contains no firms. Section III presents our main results, in which we show that these predictions are fundamentally different when the competitive market is sufficiently large. Section IV concludes and discusses how our results pertain to the NRMP.



I



Model



This section presents a generalization of the model studied by BL. This model contains two labor markets: one that assigns workers to firms through centralized matching and a second that does so in a competitive way. After observing their matches, the workers in the matching market may opt out of their matches and instead enter the competitive market. We follow BL in modeling the matching market. In fact, the BL model corresponds to the special case in which the competitive market contains no firms. We also follow BL in modeling the competitive market; it functions in the same way as the competitive benchmark used by BL. More formally, there is a matching market, which contains one firm and one worker of each level n = 1, . . . , N . In addition, there exists a competitive outside market that, for each level n = 1, . . . , N , contains both Kn level n workers and Kn level n firms. In all that follows, the BL model corresponds to the case in which Kn = 0 ∀n. The workers
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beginning in the matching market workers are eligible to work at either matching market firms or competitive market firms, while the workers beginning in the competitive market are eligible to work at only competitive market firms. Like BL, each firm can hire only one worker, and each worker can work at only one firm. When a level m firm employs a level n worker, they together produce ∆m · n units of the final good, which sells at a price normalized to one. We assume that ∆m > ∆m0 if m > m0 , so that both firms and workers are sorted in increasing order of their productivity. This production function features complementarities between the qualities of firms and workers, so that it is efficient for the most productive workers to be employed by the most productive firms. If worker n is matched with firm m at salary p, the firm makes profit πm = ∆m · n − p, and unmatched firms make a profit of zero. The preferences of firms are determined by profit, and the preferences of workers are determined by salary only.5 For technical reasons, we break worker indifference in favor of matching market firms.6



I.A



Competitive Benchmark



A competitive equilibrium of this economy is a matching of workers to firms and a salary for each worker such that the following conditions 5



In reality, some firms may be more attractive than others, irrespective of salaries. As



BL point out, their model–and our generalization–can accommodate a limited form of these preferences; if all workers derive the same additional utility, un , from working for firm n, then the conclusions would remain unchanged. 6 That is, we assume all matching market workers would (i) strictly prefer working for a matching market firm at some salary to working for a competitive market firm at the same salary, and (ii) strictly prefer working for a matching market firm at a salary of zero over unemployment.
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hold: (i) unmatched workers earn a salary of zero, (ii) each matched worker receives a nonnegative salary, and (iii) each firm hires (or chooses not to hire) optimally from its pool of eligible workers at the given salaries. While there may be many competitive equilibria, a subset of them, the firm-optimal competitive equilibria, (which are unique up to relabeling of identical workers and firms) are weakly preferred by all firms. It is straightforward to verify that the firm-optimal competitive equilibria of this economy are characterized as follows. For all n = 1, . . . , N , the level n matching market worker is employed by the level n matching market firm, level n competitive market workers are employed by level n competitive market firms, and all level n workers are paid the P salary k


Because a competitive equilibrium must feature efficient matching, the assignment of



workers to firms must be as described above. In order for both the level 1 workers and level 1 firms to receive nonnegative surplus, the salaries of the former must be in [0, ∆1 ], and must be paid zero in the firm-optimal competitive equilibrium. Level 2 workers must then be paid salaries that are high enough that they are not preferred to level 1 workers by level 1 firms, but low enough that they are preferred to level 1 workers by level 2 firms. Therefore, level 2 workers must be paid salaries in [∆1 , ∆1 + ∆2 ], and must be paid ∆1 in the firm-optimal competitive equilibrium. Continuing in this way, we can show that level n P workers must be paid k
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I.B



Centralized Matching Process



The game proceeds in four stages. In the first stage, the firms in the matching market make salary offers, and may offer only a single salary that applies to all potential workers. We denote by pm the salary offer of matching market firm m. In the second stage, the workers and firms of the matching market are matched by some process, the result of which is that the highest quality workers are paired with the firms offering the highest salaries.8 If two firms offer the same salary, then ties are broken by assigning the the higher quality worker to the higher quality firm. In the third stage, workers have the opportunity to opt out of their matches and join the competitive market. Our results apply equally regardless of whether the workers’ decisions to opt out are made simultaneously or sequentially. In the fourth stage, the competitive market, which may now include some workers that were originally in the matching market, enters a firm-optimal competitive equilibrium.9 8



Because firms are restricted to offer only a single salary that applies to all potential



workers, both worker preferences and firm preferences are perfectly correlated. Therefore this is the unique assignment that is stable with respect to the offered salaries. 9 The definition of a competitive equilibrium of this market is analogous to the definition of a competitive equilibrium for the entire economy, which was given in Section I.A. A competitive equilibrium of this market is a matching of the workers and firms in the market, along with salaries for workers, such that the following conditions hold: (i) unmatched workers earn a salary of zero, (ii) each matched worker receives a nonnegative salary, and (iii) each firm hires (or chooses not to hire) optimally at the given salaries. As above, there always exists a subset of these competitive equilibria that are firm-optimal.
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II



Equilibrium with No Outside Mar-



ket The model studied by BL corresponds to the case in which Kn = 0 ∀n. They show that there is a unique equilibrium of the centralized matching process. Compared to the competitive benchmark discussed above, they find that in equilibrium, (i) the average salary is lower, (ii) the profit of each firm is higher, (iii) efficiency is slightly lower, and (iv) salaries are more compressed.



III



Equilibrium with a Large Outside



Market We now investigate the equilibria of the centralized matching process in cases with sufficiently large outside markets. Our main results require the following lemma. It states certain conditions on the size of the outside market under which competitive equilibrium wages are unaffected by the addition of workers from the matching market. The competitive market can thought of as an endogenous outside option for the matching market workers.10 In essence, these conditions play the role of ensuring that the outside option of each matching market worker is his competitive salary. Lemma 1. If either (i) Kn ≥ 2 for all n = 1, . . . , N − 1 and no more than one worker opts out of her match, or (ii) Kn ≥ N + 1 − n for all 10



While BL account for an outside option, they set the value of the outside option to zero



for every worker. Combined with the fact that wages are non-personalized, the assumption that all workers have the same outside option is not without loss of generality.
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n = 1, . . . , N − 1 and any number of workers opt out of their matches, then all level n workers in the competitive outside market receive the P salary pn = k
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salary pn =



P



k


and that the strategy of each worker n is to opt P out if and only if offered a salary less than k


Theorem 3. If Kn ≥ N + 1 − n for all n = 1, . . . , N − 1, then in every pure strategy equilibrium of this game not involving weakly dominated strategies, the matching firms offer their competitive salaries P pn = k
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exceed



P



k


Given that no firm offers a salary exceeding



P



k


∆k , and that



no matching worker n can be permanently obtained at a salary below P P k


IV



Conclusion



This paper expands the BL model by allowing for the possibility of a competitive outside labor market that workers may join if they opt out of their matches. We show that if the size of the outside market exceeds a certain threshold, then there exists an equilibrium identical in outcome to the competitive benchmark. Furthermore, there is a higher size threshold above which this is the unique pure strategy equilibrium not involving weakly dominated strategies. Intuitively, the firms in the matching market are forced to raise their salary offers to their competitive levels in order to retain their matches. Because medical fellowship programs are quite small relative to the set of all positions for licensed doctors, the “large outside market” version of our model seems to describe the market for medical fellows quite well. As an example, we consider the market for gastroenterology fellows. In this case, the market for entry-level internists serves as the relevant outside market. In 2013, 418 people were matched to gastroenterology fellowships in 2013; in comparison, we estimate that the market
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for entry-level internists included 1,656 people.11 Our findings therefore suggest that the competitive nature of the broader labor market disciplines the salaries offered by the fellowship programs that use the NRMP, raising them to their competitive levels. This provides a potential explanation for why Niederle and Roth (2003) find no difference between salaries for fellowships in subspecialties of internal medicine that use a match and those that do not. Furthermore, because medical school graduates have the ability to pursue careers in other fields, our findings might also be taken to suggest that elimination of The Match would not bring about higher salaries for residents. While it is a stylized fact that the salaries paid to medical fellows are quite low, our results suggest that these fellows are receiving compensation that is competitive, which must therefore come in ways that are difficult to document (i.e. higher lifetime incomes). Furthermore, in the equilibrium of our model, no workers actually opt out of their matches. Merely the ability to opt out is sufficient to force the firms in the matching market to raise their salary offers to competitive levels. Consequently, the fact that very few medical fellows opt out of their matches is not inconsistent with our model. Our results about equilibrium outcomes with a large outside market depend upon the assumption that individuals would be equally productive in both markets. While this assumption is not unrealistic in the market for medical fellows, it is less likely to hold in the market for residents. That said, this paper might be viewed as studying the 11



The data were obtained from the NRMP website (National Resident Matching Program,



2013). We estimated the size of the market for internists by subtracting the number of people who were matched to an internal medicine fellowship in 2013 from the number of people matched to a residency in internal medicine in 2010.
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extreme opposite to the one considered in BL. They studied a model in which there is no outside market, which is tantamount to imposing no substitutability across labor markets, in contrast to the perfect substitutability that we consider. The fact that the truth is likely to lie between these two extremes suggests the importance of further work to investigate more fully how equilibrium salaries in a matching market will vary with cross-market substitutability. A second interesting topic for future research would be to characterize the equilibrium of our model for cases of small but nonempty competitive markets.
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